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Abstract 

The electrical components such as bimetallic busbar joints of the lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries 

should be able to withstand high voltages during charge and discharge processes. The busbar 

is an essential component that transmits high power to electrify the vehicle. The present study 

describes the sustainability of friction stir welded (FSW) busbar at different C-rates by 

simulating a Li-ion battery attached to a busbar, then correlating the heat generation of 

simulation results with an experimental result at 1, 1.5, and 2C-rates. The change in process 

parameters of FSW samples varies with electrical conductivity at the weld interface. The 

variation in electrical conductivity with different busbars is due to the formation of various 

intermetallic and changes in the grain size of the Al and Cu joints. However, the busbar with 

Cu-rich intermetallic exhibits smaller electrical resistivity. The specific electrical contact 

resistance of a busbar is obtained from simulation by validating the heat generated during 

constant time charge-discharge cycles. The temperature rises due to contact resistance in the 

Al-Cu busbar which can lead to thermal runaway and, eventually, short circuits in the Li-ion 

battery pack. Based on previous simulation parameters, the Li-ion cells are simulated at 5 and 

10C-rates to understand thermal runaway behaviour. 

 

Keywords: Friction stir welding, Busbar, Li-ion battery, electric vehicles, intermetallics, 

contact resistance 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

∇𝑖 linear current density vectors 

J Current density  

𝛺P positive domain of a Li-ion cell electrode 

𝛺n negative domain of a Li-ion cell electrode 

rp resistance of positive electrode 

rn resistance of negative electrode 

vp potential of positive electrode 

vn potential of negaive electrode 

𝑄t theoretical capacity 

Cp volume-average specific heat capacity under constant pressure 

C NTGK model constant 

T  temperature 

ki respective thermal conductivities along the X, Y, and Z directions 

q heat generation rate per unit volume 

𝐸0𝐶 open circuit potential 

E cell voltage 

a specific area of the battery 

ap specific area of the positive electrodes 

an  specific area of the negative electrodes 

qconv heat dissipation rate 

h convection heat transfer coefficient on the battery 

d battery thickness (perpendicular to the electrodes) 

Tair atmospheric temperature. 
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1 Introduction 

Today, electric vehicles (EVs’) have gained popularity because of their high efficiency, 

minimum CO2 emissions, low noise, and low maintenance requirements compared to internal 

combustion engines (ICs) [1,2]. The main types of EVs’ are battery-electric vehicles (BEVs’) 

and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs’), etc. The batteries power the electric motor of a BEV, and 

the speed requirements vary using a controller [3]. Furthermore, the controller in BEVs’ 

regulates the motor’s output torque. Both an electric motor and an internal combustion engine 

power the HEVs’, where the electric motor serves as a supplement. Batteries provide power at 

low speeds to achieve a high torque in a small time. Due to the EV’s limited battery capacity 

and maximum speed, the IC engine takes over when it reaches high speeds in HEVs’ [4]. The 

busbar is the main component of the battery pack, where it transmits electricity between Li-ion 

cells to generate the power needed to run the EV. Busbars are used to transfer high current over 

short distances [3,5–8]. The busbar was initially made of Cu due to its high electrical 

conductivity, i.e., 5.87 × 107 S/m [9]. However, because of its lower price, smaller weight, and 

comparative electrical conductivity values, Al alloys are increasingly being used. Therefore, 

the traditional Cu busbar is replaced with an Al-Cu busbar [10]. Al has a higher thermal 

expansion coefficient than Cu. A high thermal expansion rate and oxidation of the Al further 

degrades the electrical connections. In addition, the connection of Al busbars with anode 

current collectors is complicated due to their different material combinations [11]. The use of 

bimetallic busbars made from Al and Cu could be a potential solution to this problem. Many 

researchers have fabricated a variety of busbars using different welding techniques like 

resistance spot welding, ultrasonic welding, press contacts and laser beam welding [12–14]. 

Even though Al-Cu joints are produced by fusion welding, which is challenging due to the 

difference in fusion temperatures for Al and Cu. it is not a concern for friction stir welding 

(FSW) [15–17]. The critical issues in the FSWed busbar, like varying deformation behaviour 

at different zones and formation of intermetallic compounds (IMC) at lower temperatures, 

influence the joint and electrical properties. IMC refers to a solid phase containing two or more 

metallic elements and at least one non-metallic element with a crystal structure distinct from 

the rest of its composition. In this regard, friction welding of Al and Cu results in the formation 

of AlCu and Al2Cu IMC [18–20]. The formation of thicker IMC layers negatively affects the 

electrical resistivity. Hence the observed electrical resistivity for the IMC thickness 21 μm and 

107 μm IMC layer is 45 μΩ cm and 85 μΩ cm, respectively [21]. Higher IMC layer thickness 

increases electrical resistivity, leading to a rise in heat when a current passes through it. In 
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order to determine the thermal behaviour of the Li-ion battery attached to an FSWed busbar, 

the authors performed a detailed literature review of the simulation of the battery using 

different models, detailed below. 

Li-ion cells can be represented using various electrical, mathematical, and electrochemical 

models, which have been briefly explained [22]. The electrical model is described as a circuit 

that consists of the equivalent circuit model (ECM) [23]. ECM components are ideal voltage 

sources that correspond to the open-circuit voltage. The series resistance of a battery 

corresponds to its ohmic resistance when applied at a constant C-rate. The R-C circuit 

represents the dynamic conditions of the model. The dynamic nature of batteries results in 

various effects like the nonlinear open-circuit voltage, calibration issues, time-dependent 

storage capacity, transient response, and more, posing a great challenge to developing accurate 

BMS [24]. Hence the ECM model represents a trade-off between accuracy and computation 

efficiency [23,25,26]. Mathematical models require small computational power. One 

parameter of the mathematical model of the electrical battery is used to approximate the battery 

state of health (SoH). Stochastic methods are used, which deal with the uncertainties involved 

in charge recovery mechanisms during pulse discharge of batteries. However, these methods 

do not provide information about the current-voltage relationship, which is important for 

optimising the battery system. The electrical parameter is then calculated from the constant 

current constant voltage charge (CC-CV) curve [27]. Therefore, an expression is developed for 

the current during each charge cycle. Additionally, analytical models employ simple equations 

capable of predicting the nonlinear relationship between charging-discharging rate and battery 

capacity. However, one of the biggest disadvantages of analytical models is that battery 

parameters can differ from one another even if they are of the same dimensions and geometry. 

These analytical models predict the load frequency for which the charge delivered is highest 

for a particular value of load and battery parameters. Hence the battery lifetime predictions 

cannot be used even for batteries with similar geometry [28]. An electrochemical model is used 

to simulate Li-ion flow for different C-rates of a Li-ion cell. Models relate macroscopic 

characteristics such as voltage and current of the battery to microscopic characteristics such as 

active cell material and concentration distribution. Therefore, such models dive deeply into the 

mechanisms of the battery and are highly accurate [24]. There is a time-varying partial 

differential equation relating the parameters, and there have been studies recently which have 

made this method computationally effective [29]. However, one of its disadvantages is since 
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the model has a significant number of unknown parameters, overfitting is a problem, 

contributing to poor model robustness [29,30]. 

The 3D modelling of Li-ion batteries is efficiently represented using an electrochemical model, 

i.e.,  Newman, Tiedeman, Gu, and Kim (NGTK) model, developed by Kwon et al. [31]. The 

main advantages of this model are ease of parameter adjustment to match for the validation and 

the least computational demand compared to other electrochemical models like the Newman 

pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) model. In contrast, Li et al. introduced a computationally-

efficient P2D model using a reduced-order Li-ion battery simulation where the solution 

depends on matrix algebra. Additionally, the ODE-based system resolves the physics-based Li-

ion cell modelling with a more efficient and accurate method by eliminating the algebraic 

equations that require iterative solutions [32]. However, the NGTK model simulates various 

kinds of cathode materials used in Li-ion batteries. A Li-ion cell has been modelled using 

NGTK containing a cathode of LiFePO4, an anode of graphite, and an electrolyte. The study 

validated the discharge curves of the experiment with the modelling results, where the 

discharge rates ranging from 0.5 to 5C-rates was calculated.  According to modelling results 

of potential and current density distributions, heat generation rates are calculated based on 

discharge time and electrode position to predict temperature distributions of Li-ion cells. The 

maximum temperature obtained during 1, 3, and 5C-rates were 299.5 K, 306 K, and 317.7 K, 

respectively, at an ambient temperature of 300 K [33]. In another literature, a LiFePO4 pouch 

type battery is experimentally and numerically analyzed for discharge rates of 1C-rate to 5C-

rate at an ambient temperature of 300 K subjected to naturally convective conditions. The 

experiments are carried out at a high discharge of 5C-rate, for which a temperature of 325.2 K 

has been observed during the natural convection cooling. Accordingly, the study developed a 

correlation equation of the heat transfer rate through the battery surface at 11.5 W for 5C-rate 

discharge [34]. Based on this literature, the heat generation in the Li-ion cell during a charge-

discharge depends on C-rate and the ambient environmental temperature. 

Moreover, all the literature study focuses on the experimental performance of Li-ion batteries 

at different C-rates and is further validated with the simulation results. There was no substantial 

literature on the busbar attached with a Li-ion battery. Hence, the present study details the 

application of an effective FSWed Al-Cu busbar to a Li-ion battery pack. The FSW busbar has 

advantages over other welding techniques in the perspective of mechanical and electrical 

properties. The effectiveness of the FSW Al-Cu busbar is studied by attaching it to a Li-ion 
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cell and subjected to a different C-rate. The temperature during different C-rates is measured 

at the joint interface of the busbar. In addition, the whole experimental system is modelled with 

the same C-rate, and the temperature contours have been validated with the experimental 

results to determine the specific contact resistance between the Al and Cu in the busbar. 

Eventually, the contact resistance is validated by measuring the electrical resistance of the 

busbar using a 4-probe electrical conductivity setup. The need for fast charging in EVs’, the 

Li-ion battery pack in EVs’ is subject to higher C-rates. Consequently, the system is further 

modelled with the specific contact resistance at 5 and 10C-rate, making it impractical to 

perform an experiment due to failures and thermal runaway in the Li-ion cell and busbar. 

2 Experiment and characterization procedure 

A linear FSW machine (WS004, ETA Bangalore) is used to fabricate the Al-Cu busbar. An Al 

of 1mm thickness is placed over a 2mm thickness Cu. H13 tool steel is used for welding the Al 

and Cu, which has a shoulder diameter of 16 mm, a pin diameter of 5 mm, and a pin height of 

1 mm. The process parameters of the welding are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Process parameters used to fabricate an Al-Cu busbar using FSW 

Sample Tool 

rotational 

speed (ω) 

Welding 

speed (v) 

Tilt angle 

(degrees) 

Plunge 

depth 

(mm) 

Grain 

size 

(μm) 

Micro-

hardness 

(HV) 

S1 1600 60 

2 0.2 

4.92 256 

S2 2400 60 8.67 227 

S3 2400 120 7.85 238 

As shown in Figure 1, this study uses an Al-Cu busbar attached to a Li-ion cell to investigate 

the characteristics of the busbar when the cell is subjected to different C-rates. The cell 

parameters have been presented in table 2. The cathode of A123 type pouch cell is attached to 

the positive terminal of a battery cycler (Biologic, BCS-800), using a mono-channel pouch cell 

clamp (Biologic, PBH-150). A nonconductive industrial holding clip is used between the 

busbar and tab of the Li-ion battery to hold the cell and busbar in place. The Cu-side of the 

busbar is clamped to an anode of the cell. The Al-side of the busbar is clamped to the negative 

terminal of the cycler. During the charge-discharge experiments, an ambient temperature of 

301 K is maintained inside a chamber. Furthermore, the voltage has been measured on the 

terminals, where the effect of the weld interface has been determined. 
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Figure 1. Experimental setup attaching an Al-Cu busbar with the A123 pouch cell 

Table 2. Li-ion cell specifications 

Parameters Values 

Cell type Pouch cell (A123 System) 

Cell weight 496 g 

Cathode Material                                                                LiFePO4 

Anode Material Graphite 

Electrolyte material Carbonate based 

Energy content 65 Wh 

Specific power 2400 W/kg 

Nominal capacity 19.6 Ah 

Nominal voltage 3.3 V 

Cut-off discharge voltage 2V 

Energy density 247 Wh/L 

X-ray diffraction techniques (PANalytical B.V, 7602 EA) have been used to identify the IMCs 

at the interface by utilizing a Cu anode source and maintaining a current of 40 mA within the 

range of 20 ° to 130 °. The electrical resistivity of the FSWed samples is measured with a 4-

probe electrical conductivity setup (Ecopia, 0.545T) to validate the contact resistance. In order 

to validate the electrical resistivity, the microstructure of the welded samples is found using an 

electron back-scattering diffraction (Zeiss, Merlin) analysis.  

3 Simulation details 
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3.1 Geometry and setup 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations (Ansys, 2021) have been used In order to 

study the heat generation during the electrochemical process of the Li-ion cell attached to a 

busbar using temperature contours. The electrochemical processes refer to capturing the 

chemical reactions in the anode and cathode of the cell during charge and discharge processes 

through electrochemical models like the Newman, Tiedemann, Gu, and Kim (NTGK) semi-

empirical model. The 3D geometry of an A123 prismatic pouch battery is constructed 

according to the datasheet, and the dimensions of the active material are 160 mm (length), 227 

mm (width), and 7.25 mm (thickness). The dimensions of the current collectors or tabs are 

given as 45 mm (length), 15 mm (width), and 7.25 mm (thickness). The simulation is based on 

the fact that the positive and negative tabs of the Li-ion battery are made of aluminium, and 

copper, respectively. In Table 3, the material properties are shown as input to the simulations 

for the electrolyte region, the positive tab region, and the negative tab region. In the present 

simulation, the electrode cell volume is taken into account, i.e., positive electrode 1.85 % and 

negative electrode 1.85 % of the total cell volume. The nominal cell capacity is set as 19.6 Ah. 

In addition, the specific contact resistance at the junction of the Al-Cu busbar is also modelled, 

further correlated with the experimental result. As part of the fluent setup, the energy and 

multiscale multidomain (MSMD) battery models are activated, and the NTGK model is 

selected for the Li-ion battery analysis [35,36]. As energy is constantly converted from one 

form to another during the process of charging and discharging, hence by activating the energy 

model which allows mass, momentum, and energy conservation. Following the formulation of 

the energy conservation equation for a single cell, the mass, momentum, and energy equations 

are discussed in later sections. The MSMD is activated to generate a three-dimensional 

electrothermal model based on the input data. Next, using the profile setting, a time-dependent 

input is given through the time-scheduled option defining parameters like the C-rate, current, 

voltage, and power. For this study, the parameters used to describe the battery chargings are 

the C-rate and the time. The input "0 -1 0 500 -1 0" provided in the simulation implies that the 

battery is charged at a constant rate of 1C for 500 seconds. These details are stored in an ASCII 

text file, which has been provided to the simulation. The voltage range of 3.6 V and 2 V is 

specified for the maximum and minimum stop voltages. Additionally, three different 

resistances are applied to the contact area between the Al and Cu of a busbar for the three 

different cases, which are also experimentally verified. In order to validate and verify the 

simulation results, grid independence studies are conducted by systematically increasing the 
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mesh size from 1mm to 10mm. Initial mesh refinement improved the accuracy of the solutions, 

but they eventually became constant. As mesh refinement progressed, the time needed to 

compute solutions also increased exponentially. The heat generation on the battery and the 

busbar is measured by a highly accurate temperature reading option (surface monitor) in the 

post-processing setup of Ansys software during a simulation at C-rates of 1C, 1.5C, and 2C. 

Table 3. Material properties of electrolyte and tabs of the Li-ion battery 

Property Electrolyte Region Positive Tab (Al) Negative Tab (Cu) 

Density (kg/𝐦𝟑) 2092 2800 8910 

Specific Heat 

Capacity (J/kgK) 

871 910 390 

Electrical 

Conductivity 

(W/mK) 

202.4 245 375 

3.2 Assumptions 

1. Convectional heat transfer is considered on the surfaces of the battery and the tabs. 

Radiational heat transfer is ignored in the current study. 

2. Specific contact resistances between the Al-Cu are taken from the conductance values. 

3. The initial condition is that the battery has a uniform and homogeneous temperature 

distribution, equivalent to a temperature of 300K. 

4. Properties like the heat transfer coefficient and the thermal conductivity are taken to be 

constant throughout the material and independent of temperature changes 

3.3 NTGK model 

Modelling of the Li-ion battery with the Al-Cu busbar is implemented using an NTGK model. 

The NTGK model is a simple semi-empirical electrochemical model. In this model, 2 

polarisation expressions are developed for the positive and negative electrodes [37]. In the 

model formulation, the volumetric current transfer rate is related to the potential field of the 

electrodes. For a given battery, the voltage-current response curve can be obtained through 

experimentation. The U and Y parameters can then be determined by curve fitting the data 
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using Ansys Fluent's in-house parameter estimation function. The battery temperature and heat 

generation rates due to electrochemical heating are calculated with the help of solving the 

Navier-Stokes equations including mass, momentum, and energy terms. Afterwards, the energy 

conservation of a single cell is formulated, followed by the mass, momentum, and energy 

equations. The following section outlines the governing equations, boundary conditions, and 

assumptions used during the simulations.  

3.4 Governing equations 

Equations 1 and 2 are the continuity equation for the positive and negative tab regions, 

respectively [31]; 

 

𝛻𝑖p⃗⃗⃗ ⃗  − 𝐽 = 0 (𝛺P)  (1) 

𝛻𝑖n⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ + 𝐽 = 0 (𝛺n) (2) 

 

where  𝛻𝑖 is linear current density vectors, J is Current density (A/m2), 𝛺P and 𝛺n are the 

domains of a Li-ion cell positive and negative electrodes, respectively.  

From Ohm’s Law, Equations 3 and 4 are derived for the positive and negative tab regions, 

respectively [31]; 

𝑖P⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ = −
∇𝑣p

𝑟p
 (3) 

𝑖n⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ = −
∇𝑣n

𝑟n
 (4) 

where 𝑟p is the resistance of a positive electrode, 𝑟n is the resistance of a negative electrode. 

𝑣p and 𝑣n refer to the potentials of the positive and negative electrodes, respectively 

Combining Equations 1, 2, and 3, 4, the expressions for the linear current density vectors of 

the positive and negative tabs are given in Equations 5 and 6, respectively [38]; 

∇2𝑣p = −𝑟p J (5) 

∇2𝑣n = +𝑟n J (6) 

 

The corresponding volumetric current transfer density (J) of Equations 5 and 6 is a function of 

the potential difference between the positive and negative electrodes. This functional form 
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depends on the polarisation characteristics of the electrode. The polarisation parameters are 

considered and are given in Equation 7 [37]; 

𝐽 = 𝑌(𝑣p − 𝑣𝑛 − 𝑈) (7) 

where (𝑣p − 𝑣𝑛) represents the change in potential between the positive and negative 

electrodes. U & Y are expressed as a polynomial function of the Depth of Discharge (DoD), as 

given in Equations 8 and 9, respectively [39]; 

𝑈 = ∑ 𝑎n(DoD)n

3

n=0

−  𝐶1(𝑇 − 𝑇ref) (8) 

𝑌 =  ∑ 𝑏n(DoD)n

6

n=0

exp[−𝐶2(
1

𝑇
 − 

1

𝑇ref
)] (9) 

The constants a0 to a3 and b0 to b5 are calculated through numerical methods. A linear or 

polynomial parameter estimation approach has not been used in this study. Consequently, the 

constant values are estimated using the trial-and-error method since there is no direct 

relationship between the cell voltage and the constants values. According to Table 4, the values 

of the constants are taken to caliculate the U and Y function [34,40].   

Table 4. The constant values of the U & Y function 

Parameter Value 

a0 (V) 3.6 

a1 (V) -0.804 

a2 (V) 1.075 

a3 (V) -1.177 

b0 (A/m2) 1168.6 

b1 (A/m2) -8928 

b2 (A/m2) 5.25 × 104 

b3 (A/m2) -1.3 × 105 

b4 (A/m2) 1.58 × 105 

b5 (A/m2) -6.758 × 104 
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Under model parameters tab in Ansys fluent set-up, parameters like the reference capacity, 

initial DoD and other coefficients are defined. Since the simulation begins with a charged 

battery, the DoD is set to 0.1. The expression for the DoD is given in Equation 10; 

DoD =  
1

𝑄t
∫ (𝐽) d𝑡

𝑡

0

 (10) 

where 𝑄t represents the theoretical capacity of the battery per unit area of the electrodes, and t 

is the discharge time.  

In the Ansys Fluent module, heat generation rate and battery temperature are governed by 

Navier-Stokes equations, which include mass, momentum, and energy conservation, based on 

the application. Hence based on the differential conservation of energy in a battery, the 3-D 

transient equation for heat conduction can be written as given in Equation 11 [41]; 

 

𝜌𝐶p 
∂𝑇

∂𝑡
=  

∂

∂𝑥
 (𝑘x

∂𝑇

∂𝑥
) + 

∂

∂𝑦
 (𝑘y

∂𝑇

∂𝑦
) + 

∂

∂𝑧
 (𝑘z

∂𝑇

∂𝑧
) + 𝑞 (11) 

 

where Cp represents the volume-average specific heat capacity under constant pressure, 𝜌 

represents the density, T represents temperature, and ki the respective thermal conductivities 

along the X, Y, and Z directions. Here, q refers to the heat generation rate per unit volume. The 

heat generation rate in the battery and tab region q, given in the above Equation 11, is expressed 

in Equation 12 [42]; 

 

𝑞 = 𝐽 { 𝑈 −  ( 𝑣p − 𝑣n ) − 𝑇 
d𝑈

d𝑇
}  + 

𝑎p∇2𝑣p

𝑟p
−

𝑎n∇2𝑣n

𝑟n
, (12) 

where ap and an are the specific areas of the positive and negative electrodes, respectively. 

Equation 12 represents the charge transfer in the electrode-electrolyte interface with reversible 

and irreversible terms. The irreversible term refers to energy loss due to the difference between 

cell potential and open circuit potential due to electrochemical polarisation. The reversible part 

refers to the entropy change. Further, the ohmic heating in the positive and negative electrodes 

is also determined as the last two terms, respectively. 

3.5 Boundary equations 
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Next, the qconv term refers to the heat dissipation rate and is derived as shown in the Equation 

13 [41,42], where a convective boundary condition is applied on the boundaries of the 

electrode; 

𝑞conv =
2ℎ

𝑑
 (𝑇  − 𝑇air) (13) 

where h (W/m2K) represents the convection heat transfer coefficient on the battery, d specifies 

the battery thickness (perpendicular to the electrodes), and Tair refers to the atmospheric 

temperature. The heat transfer coefficient is found using the Nusselt number and Rayleigh 

number [34]. The heat transfer coefficient value used for the simulation is 12.5 W/m2K for 

natural convection conditions at 300K ambient temperature. 

4 Result and discussions 

4.1 Validation of simulation and experimental results 

The temperature contours on the system (Li-ion cell attached with busbar) are recorded at 1, 

1.5, and 2C-rate. Initially, the charged Li-ion cell is discharged for 20 min at 1C-rate, followed 

by 20 minutes of cooling. Next, the battery is charged at 1C-rate for 20 minutes and again 

cooled for 20 minutes. Similarly, the experiment for other C-rates of 1.5 and 2C are conducted. 

Figures 2 and 3 are the temperature contours of a Li-ion battery corresponding to the end of 

the 20 min discharge and charge, respectively. The temperature rise during the simulation is 

due to the internal resistance of the Li-ion cell and welded samples while charging and 

discharging. The simulations are performed by varying the specific contact resistance between 

Al and Cu in the busbar. Contact resistance is determined by correlating the temperature 

contour with both simulation and experimental results. A variation in process parameters 

affects the composition of intermetallic compounds and the grain size at the weld interface of 

the busbar, which also affects the resistance at the weld interface. According to Figures 4 (a), 

(b), and (c), as the resistance varies, the heat generated at the interface changes. By varying the 

contact resistance of the joint used in the simulation, the experimental temperature profile at 

the weld interface is compared with the simulation results. A contact resistance area of 16 mm 

x 10 mm at the weld nugget zone of the Al-Cu busbar is considered in the current simulation.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

 

(d) (e) (f) 

 

(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 2. Temperature contours of Li-ion cell clamped with busbar during discharge state 

for sample S1, S2, and S3 (a)-(b)-(c) 1C-rate, (d)-(e)-(f) 1.5C-rate, (g)-(h)-(i) 2C-rate, 

respectively 

According to the simulation parameters, heat was generated at the weld interface of the busbar 

due to electrical contact resistance, which is further validated with the temperature profiles 

obtained from an experimental study for busbars S1, S2, and S3. Thus, the specific contact 

resistances for the busbars S1, S2, and S3 are determined to be 3×10-8 Ω m2, 2.7×10-8 Ω m2, and  

2.5×10-8 Ω m2, respectively, during the simulation. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the discharge and 

charge simulation contours at the end of 20 min at 1, 1.5, and 2C-rate, respectively. For a busbar 

with a specific contact resistance of 3×10-8 Ω m2, i.e., sample S1, the maximum temperature 
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recorded during discharge for 1C-rate is 304.7 K on the Li-ion cell and in the busbar is 306.8 

K, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Generally, at a lower C-rate, the movement of electrons is slower, 

due to this, a lower temperature is observed. For a 1.5C-rate, the maximum temperature 

recorded during discharge in the Li-ion cell is 308.2 K and in the busbar is 313.1 K, as shown 

in Figure 2 (d). The heat generation is slightly increased in both the Li-ion cell and the busbar. 

The busbar is conducting more heat from the li-ion cell. The maximum temperature recorded 

at 2C-rate during discharge in the Li-ion is 309.1 K and in the busbar is 316.7 K, as shown in 

Figure 2 (g), which is higher than the other C-rates. The increase in temperature regarding C-

rate is caused by an increase in resistance of the busbar for fast-moving electrons, as mentioned 

earlier.  

Similarly, for a specific contact resistance of 2.5×10-8 Ω m2, the maximum temperature during 

charging of the battery and busbar for 1C-rate is 304.6 K and 307.7 K, respectively, as shown 

in Figure 3 (c). The increase in contact resistance and the variation in the peak temperature 

generation are observed in both the Li-ion cell and busbar. For a 2C-rate, the maximum 

temperature during charging the battery and busbar was 304.9 K and 306.4 K, respectively, as 

shown in Figure 3 (i). Next, for a specific contact resistance of 3×10-8 Ω m2, the maximum 

temperature of the battery and busbar for 1C-rate charging was 306.8 K and 314.4 K, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 3 (a). For a 2C-rate, the maximum temperature of the battery 

and busbar was 310.4 and 313.2 K, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 (g). 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
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(d) (e) (f) 

 

(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 3. Temperature contours of Li-ion cell clamped with busbar during charge state for 

sample S1, S2, and S3 (a)-(b)-(c) 1C-rate, (d)-(e)-(f) 1.5C-rate, (g)-(h)-(i) 2C-rate, 

respectively 

In conclusion, a relation between specific contact resistance and the heat generation of the Li-

ion cell and the busbar has been determined. There is a tendency that an increase in contact 

resistance leads to an increase in the peak temperature generation of the Li-ion cell and busbar 

[12–14]. Peak temperatures obtained at the Al-Cu busbar are higher than those generated at the 

Li-ion cell surfaces during different C-rates. The busbar acts as a heat conductive material in 

this particular system. The region of contact resistance is signified as a welding area of the Al-

Cu busbar, which has been explained in later sections. By varying the contact resistance at the 

junction of the Al-Cu busbars, the temperature profile obtained from the simulation is validated 

with experimental temperature profile attained during the testing of busbars attached with Li-

ion cell. 

Temperature profiles at weld interfaces for different processed busbars are shown in Figures 

4a, b, and c at 1C, 1.5C, and 2C-rates, respectively. As the C-rate increases, the temperature 

rises due to internal contact resistance in the busbar opposing faster moving 

electrons. However, the peak temperature of various busbars differs due to different IMC 

configurations present in the weld zone. A maximum temperature has been observed in sample 
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S1, where the presence of Al-rich (A12Cu) IMC is illustrated in Figure 4d. Al-rich IMC is hard 

and brittle, which affects the mechanical and electrical properties of the busbar, thus increasing 

the temperature as they conduct current. The average microhardness in the nugget zone for 

sample S1 is about 256 HV, even though base Cu is 95 HV. The sample S2 consists of two 

major types of IMC, namely Al4Cu9 and AlCu. Among them, Al4Cu9 is Cu-rich and highly 

conductive. The average microhardness is found to be 227 HV. Therefore, the temperature 

generation is smaller during the application of different C-rates compared to S1. Furthermore, 

the temperature fall during the holding time for sample S3 is higher due to the presence of 

Al4Cu9 IMC. This IMC allows faster heat dissipation, which in turn allows for faster cooling 

within the busbar. Moreover, sample S3 has a microhardness of 238 HV, which is higher than 

sample S2. Generally, with an increase in microhardness, the electrical resistivity of the sample 

increases. This phenomenon is applicable for the higher hardness variation; however, the 

change in microhardness for samples S2 and S3 is very small. A significant correlation of 

electrical conductivity had not been observed between S2 and S3. Hence, microstructural 

changes in the samples were further studied and explained in later sections.  

The simulation temperature profiles are superimposed on experimental data as shown in 

Figures 4a, b, and c. Based on the validation of the temperature profile, Table 5 shows the 

measured experimental electrical resistivity and the obtained contact resistance. Further, the 

magnitude of measured electrical resistivity and specific contact resistance are not the same, 

however, a similar decrease in trend is observed in busbars S1, S2 and S3. The electrical 

resistivity of sample S1 was measured to be 4.29×10-5 Ω cm. According to the simulation result, 

the specific contact resistance of sample S1 is 3×10-8 Ω m2. The electrical resistivity of sample 

S2 is measured to be 3.44 10-5 Ω cm, which is lower than that of sample S1. The decrease in 

resistivity is due to the formation of Cu-rich IMC at the weld interface of the busbar. In 

addition, the average microhardness in the nugget zone decreased from S2 to S1 by 7.1%, 

leading to an increase in electrical conductivity. For sample S2, the specific contact resistance 

is 2.7×10-8  Ω m2, which indicates a decrease in peak temperature during different C-rates 

compared to S1. Compared with the other two samples, sample S3 exhibits a lower electrical 

resistivity of 2.87×10-5  Ω cm, indicating a small heat generated at different C-rates. The contact 

resistance of 2.5×10-8  Ω m2 is observed for sample S3. In contrast, the busbar with Cu-rich 

IMC is highly conductive and generates a small heat, resulting in decreased thermal failures 

while charging and discharging the battery pack.  
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Table 5. Variation of the electrical resistivity and specific contact resistance from 

experimental and simulations study, respectively of busbars 

Sample nomenculature Experimental electrical 

resistivity (×10-5  Ω cm) 

Simulation specific contact 

resistance (×10-8  Ω m2) 

S1 4.29 3 

S2 3.44 2.7 

S3 2.87 2.5 

In addition to the IMC effect on C-rate, the pulse charge-discharge voltage curves of the Li-

ion cell have been examined. Figure 4e illustrates voltage versus time for different busbars 

operating at varying C-rates. The voltage is measured between the cell and the attached busbar, 

and the busbar composition significantly affects the voltage drop. An initial battery voltage of 

3.35V is subjected to 1C-rate discharge. The voltage drop for the samples S1, S2, and S3 is 

observed to be 0.1 V, 0.08 V, and 0.06 V, respectively. Observations have shown that the 

sample with high electrical resistivity has observed high voltage drops. Figure 4e shows that 

voltage drop increases with an increase in C-rate from 1 to 2. 

As discussed in the previous section, an increase in C-rate results in increased heat generation 

in the battery and busbar. Temperature dependence can also be associated to open circuit 

voltage (OCV) at a common time point following the discharge of a Li-ion battery at various 

discharge rates without changing the initial voltage. The OCV of an Li-ion battery is also 

determined by measuring the current and voltage responses during charge and discharge. 

Moreover, the OCV is a key characteristic of Li-ion batteries. It measures ionized energy 

changes within electrodes and battery state of charge (SoC = 1-DoD). The variation in the OCV 

is negligible at a lower C-rate as it increases and the OCV decreases. The OCV of all samples 

of the busbar is ~3.29 V at 1C-rate. At 1.5C-rate, the OCV values for samples S1, S2, and S3 are 

3.24 V, 3.26 V, and 3.28 V, respectively. A higher OCV has a higher 1-DoD percentage and 

greater cell capacity. Additionally, when the C-rate is increased to 2, the OCV decreases, and 

sample S1 had an OCV of 3.12V, which is 0.12 V smaller than the 1C-rate determines the 

degradation of cell capacity. Meanwhile, sample S3 showed a decrease of 0.03V in comparison 

to the 1C-rate. In conclusion, S3 has a higher 1-DoD percentage and greater cell capacity than 

other samples. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4. The time versus temperature plots measured at the joint interface of the busbar 

samples (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) XRD patterns at the weld nugget zone, and (e) the pulse 

charge-discharge voltage curves 
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4.2 Microstructural analysis 

The Al-Cu busbar was subjected to EBSD to determine the grain size, grain misorientation 

angle, plastic deformation, and texture. As shown in Figures 5a, b, and c, EBSD mapping of 

the busbar has been validated using image quality (IQ) maps. The inverse pole Figure (IPF) 

maps in Figures 5d, e, and f show grain refinement in the busbar after FSW. A grain boundary 

misorientation map of the specimens in Figures 5g, h, and i,  is superimposed over IQ maps in 

Figures 5a, b, and c. The red, green, and blue lines indicate low angle grain boundaries 

(LAGBs) with misorientations between 2o and 15o, high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) with 

misorientations greater than 15o, and twin boundaries (TBs). Due to the cubic structure, Cu has 

a maximum misorientation angle value of 62.8°. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 

(d) (e) (f) 
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(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 5. The EBSD analysis of busbar obtaining IQ, IPF, and grain boundary 

misorientation superimposed IQ maps for sample, (a)-(d)-(g) S1, (b)-(e)-(h) S2, and (c)-(f)-

(i) S3, respectively 

The NZ of the FSWed specimen has refined grains with nearly equiaxed microstructure, as 

observed from Figures 5d, e, and f. The average grain size in NZ of the samples S1, S2, and S3 

are 4.92 µm, 8.67 µm, and 7.85 µm, respectively. A reduction in grain size indicates an increase 

in GB. Because the GBs are disordered and amorphous, they disrupt the crystal structure. GBs 

with a high amount of defects will block carrier transitions, increasing electrical resistivity. 

Material with a thicker grain boundary has more disordered atoms. In consequence, Al-Cu 

busbars have a higher resistivity due to their reduced grain sizes and substantial increase in GB. 

The stirring action caused by the FSW tool causes frictional heat, leading to significant 

deformation at the NZ. The increase in rotational speed of the tool increases the heat generation, 

which leads to enhanced grain misorientation and intensified plastic strains. Figures 5g, h, and 

i show the distribution of misorientation angles also show that LAGB increases with an 

increase in rotational speed, i.e., LAGB increases from 14.9 % to 65.8 % from sample S1 to S2. 

With the increase in welding speed, the LAGB decreases to 46.2 % for S3. LAGB increases as 

the original coarse grains refine into a small grains and sub-grains due to a temperature rise. 

Similarly, with an increase in rotation speed for samples S1 and S2, the TB decreases from 42.3 

% to 1.2 % in NZ due to dynamic recrystallization. In response to high strain rate plastic 

deformations, grain refinement occurs at higher rotational speeds due to the formation of sub-

grains and newly nucleated grains through recrystallization, recovery, or grain breakdown. Due 

to the deformation, the density of dislocations increases, creating sub-grains, creating higher 

LAGB percentages [43], and decreasing TB percentages. Further, as the welding speed 

increases, grain growth may occur during fast cooling, which increases the TB fraction. 
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However, GB defects and GB energy decreased with increasing twin density. The reduction in 

twin density increases electrical resistivity [44]. 

4.3 Busbar behaviour at higher C-rates 

In order for EVs’ to be more environmentally friendly and convenient than conventional 

internal combustion engines, the charging must occur at higher power rates to decrease the 

charging time while at the same time ensuring that the battery pack operates for a maximum 

amount of time. However, technical limitations exist at each stage of the process: batteries heat 

up during charging due to internal resistance inside the cell and also between mechanical 

components. As the temperature increases, the battery pack may suffer from several thermal 

failures that would reduce its efficiency. Figures 6 and 7 show temperature contour on the Li-

ion cell and the busbar at the 5 and 10C-rate. For a specific contact resistance of 2.5 10-8, the 

maximum temperature recorded at the li-ion cell and the busbar during discharge for 5C-rate 

is 322.0 K and 354.4 K, respectively. For a 10C-rate, the maximum temperature recorded in 

the cell is 367.5 K, while that in the busbar was 514.3 K. Similarly, the corresponding 

temperature contours for other specific contact resistances has been depicted in Figs 6 and 7. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 

(d) (e) (f) 
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Figure 6. Temperature contours of Li-ion cell clamped with busbar during discharge state 

for sample S1, S2, and S3 (a)-(b)-(c) 5C-rate, (d)-(e)-(f) 10C-rate, respectively 

At higher C-rates, the temperature rise may cause external or internal thermal short-circuits. 

External short-circuits may cause the failure of the busbar and other electronic components, 

while internal short-circuits may lead to failure of the Li-ion cell [45]. Thus, it was concluded 

that for higher C-rates, such as 5C-rate and 10C-rate, a cooling system has to be deployed to 

prevent various problems like electrolyte decomposition, solid electrolyte interphase 

breakdown, and thermal failures, respectively. 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 7. Temperature contours of Li-ion cell clamped with busbar during charge state for 

sample S1, S2, and S3 (a)-(b)-(c) 5C-rate, (d)-(e)-(f) 10C-rate, respectively 

 

5. Conclusion 

The Al-Cu busbar is successfully fabricated using the FSW for improved mechanical, 

metallurgical, and electrical properties. In the present study, the FSW busbar is attached with 

a Li-ion cell and subjected to different C-rates. A similar Li-ion cell attached with a busbar is 
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modelled to obtain the specific contact resistance between the Al and Cu joints. The specific 

contact resistance is further used to simulate the Li-ion battery system at higher C-rates. Based 

on these experimental and simulation conditions, the following conclusions are drawn. 

1) The temperature contour from the simulation during different C-rates is validated with an 

accuracy of  ~98.5% based on experimental results, and specific contact resistance is found to 

be 3×10-8 Ω m2, 2.7×10-8 Ω m2 and 2.5×10-8 Ω m2 for the samples S1, S2, and S3, respectively 

from the simulation result.  

2) The busbar with higher hardness, i.e., small grain size at the weld interface, has smaller 

electrical conductivity due to an increase in the grain boundary defects. Thus, the sample S3 

had a microhardness of 238 HV and a grain size of 7.85 μm, resulting in a smaller electrical 

resistivity of 2.87 10-5 Ω cm. 

3) The busbar with Al-rich (Al2Cu) IMC exhibits bad electrical properties with an electrical 

resistivity of 4.29 10-5 Ω cm, which is 33.1 % higher resistive than the Cu-rich (Al4Cu9) IMC. 

Additionally, these promising results can be used to simulate the entire battery pack with the 

effective, i.e., Cu-rich IMC FSW busbar to increase the efficiency of the battery pack. In 

addition, a suitable cooling system can be designed based on the maximum temperatures 

obtained at higher C-rates during the simulation.    
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